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Key Pousttchi is an assistant professor and heads the wi-mobile Research Group, University of Augsburg, WI-SE. The focus of his research comprises mobile marketing, mobile financial services, mobile-integrated business processes and the development of mobile markets. The group’s research results are applied in strategy consulting for major market players. Prior to his academic career he has been a regular officer of the German army for 12 years, lastly being responsible for integrated information processing and simulation systems in an R&D department.

Dietmar Georg Wiedemann is a researcher and project leader with the wi-mobile Research Group, University of Augsburg, WI-SE. He is an expert in b2c mobile commerce and has executed many qualitative and quantitative studies in Mobile Marketing and Mobile Payment. Since 2007 he is the project leader for the German part of the European Union project on a Secure Mobile Payment System (SEMOPS).
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Maria Åkesson is Lecturer in informatics at Halmstad University and is also doing PhD work within the Media IT research group (media-it.hh.se). She has a professional background in business administration and IT consultancy. Her research interests are related to digital publishing in ubiquitous information environments, digital innovation and value networks. She has been doing research work in several projects such as “DigiNews”, “Designing the future e-newspaper”, and “Designing Ubiquitous Media Services by Action Research”. Currently she is co-leading the project “The Local Newspaper 2.0” with engaged readers. Her work has been published in international conferences and Journal of Electronic Commerce, Journal of Media Business Studies and Journal of Graphic Technology.

Shahriar Akter is currently serving as a Lecturer in the Department of Business Administration of East West University, Bangladesh. He did his BBA (2002) and MBA (2004) from University of Dhaka, Bangladesh. In 2007, he did his Master of Electronic Business Management from International University of Japan. He has already had a good number of local and international publications and presented his research at several international conferences including London Business School and University of Oxford. It is noteworthy that he was awarded Japan Development Scholarship (JDS) in 2006 for doing research on ubiquitous Services.

Stuart J. Barnes is Chair and Professor of Management in the Norwich Business School at the University of East Anglia, United Kingdom. Previously he worked at Victoria University of Wellington,
New Zealand, and the University of Bath. He holds a PhD in Business Administration from Manchester Business School. His primary research interests centre on the successful utilization of new information and communications technologies by businesses, governments and consumers. He has published five books and more than a hundred papers, including those in journals such as Communications of the ACM, the International Journal of Electronic Commerce and Information & Management.

**Mark Brown** is a Senior Lecturer in Marketing at the UQ Business School, University of Queensland, Australia. His research interests include advertising and communication strategy, sport marketing, customer relationship management, and electronic commerce.

**Amy Carroll** is Equities Research Associate in the Global Markets division at Citigroup, New Zealand. Her academic background includes a bachelor degree in Commerce and Administration in Information Systems and Marketing, and an honours degree in Information Systems from the School of Information Management at Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand. Her interests include marketing, finance and mobile technologies.

**Wen-Kuo Chen** is currently a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Information Management at National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan. His research focus is e-commerce and m-commerce.

**Seng-cho T. Chou** is Professor in Information Management at National Taiwan University. He received his B.Sc. from the Chinese University of Hong Kong, M.S. from the University of California, and Ph.D. in Computer Science from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. His current research interests are Web-based technologies and services innovation, e-business and e-commerce, knowledge management, data mining, and mobile & ubiquitous computing.

**Steffen Dölling** is a research assistant and doctoral student at the chair of Marketing & Retailing, Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg, since 2006. His research focus lies on relationship marketing, particularly in the retention management for different target groups and on potentials of new interactive media for retail management. He has practical experience as consultant for retailers especially in strategy and implementation for customer integration activities at the point of sale. He is an author of numerous articles on interactive customer retention management.

**Dimitris Drossos** is Adjunct Lecturer in the Department of Information and Communication Systems Engineering at the University of the Aegean. His research interests are mainly in the areas of e-Business and mobile Commerce, including mobile marketing and advertising effectiveness. He is a member of the International Program Committee of the European Conference on Mobile Government and a reviewer for several IT related journals, including the Journal of Electronic Commerce Research and Information Technology & People. He has published in the International Journal of Electronic Commerce and the Journal of Interactive Advertising.

**Carina Ihlström Eriksson** (PhD) is Assistant Professor in Informatics at Halmstad University and leads the Media IT research group (media-it.hh.se) within the EIS (Embedded and Intelligent Systems) research environment. Her research interest lies within the fields of digital publishing and she focus on new innovative media and end-user involvement in the innovation process. She is the leader of Halmstad
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Living Lab with several research projects and is currently project leader of two research projects “The Local Newspaper 2.0” with engaged readers and “Secure at home” Living lab. Her research is published in international journals such as IT & People, Electronic Markets, Journal of Organizational Computing and Electronic Commerce and International Journal of Services Technology and Management.

Marco Garito is experienced in marketing and business transformation encompassing large enterprise and small medium business: he worked in Italy and in United Kingdom covering roles at for Cisco Systems and IBM. Previously, he worked with a Venture Capital and professional service companies in Italy. His background is within IT and new technology adoption, professional services and consumer goods. He holds a bachelor degree in law from the University of Milan (Italy) and an MBA from the University of Technology in Sydney (Australia).

George M. Giaglis is Associate Professor of eBusiness at the Athens University of Economics and Business. His main research interests lie in the areas of mobile and wireless applications and services; ubiquitous and pervasive information systems; business process modelling and simulation; and information systems evaluation. He has published more than 100 articles in leading journals and international conferences, including the Information Systems Journal, the International Journal of Electronic Commerce, and the International Journal of Information Management. He is a member of the editorial board of seven journals, including the International Journal of Mobile Communications and the Business Process Management Journal. Since 2001, he is the Director of the ISTLab Wireless Research Center, a group pursuing research on mobile business and ubiquitous commerce (http://istlab.dmst.aueb.gr/wrc/, http://www.mobiforum.org/)

Tobias Haunstetter is member of the BAIKA project team at Bayern Innovativ GmbH, Nuremberg, Germany, since 2008. BAIKA is a large international knowledge transfer network of automotive companies. From 2006 to 2008, he was a member of the wi-mobile Research Group, University of Augsburg, Business Informatics/Systems Engineering. He has conducted several studies regarding mobile viral marketing including the development of standard types as well as characteristics and preferences of consumers engaged in mobile viral marketing.

Andreas Heinemann received his diploma degree in computer science in 1999 from the University of Tübingen, Germany. From 2000 to 2001 he worked as a software developer for a financial institute. From 2002 to 2005, he was a PhD student in the PhD program Enabling Technologies for Electronic Commerce (DFG Graduiertenkolleg) at Technische Universität Darmstadt. From 2005 to 2007 he has worked as a research assistant and group leader at the Telecooperation Group, led by Prof. Dr. Max Mühlhäuser at the Technische Universität Darmstadt, where he received a PhD in computer science (Dr. rer. nat) on Collaboration in Opportunistic Networks. Currently he works for a financial institute that develops online banking solutions for the German market. His research interests are IT security, Opportunistic Networks and mobile computing.

Heng-Chiang Huang is a professor in the Department of International Business at the National Taiwan University, Taiwan. He received his Ph.D. degree in international business from the University of Michigan. His research focuses on international business, international marketing, customer relationship management (CRM), inter-organizational relationship management. His work has been published

**Heikki Karjaluoto** is a Professor in Marketing at the University of Jyväskylä, Finland. His research interests include electronic business, consumer behavior and marketing communications. Previous publications have appeared in the Electronic Markets, European Journal of Marketing, International Journal of Electronic Business, International Journal of Mobile Marketing, International Journal of Retail & Distribution Management, and Internet Research, among others.

**Fumiyo N. Kondo** is currently serving as an Assistant Professor in the Department of Social Systems and Management, the University of Tsukuba, Japan. She obtained her Master of Science degree in statistics from Colorado State University, US and a Doctoral Degree in Statistical Science from the Graduate University for Advanced Studies, Japan. She had worked for a marketing research firm, A. C. Nielsen Company in Japan, as an account executive for 5 years and as a statistical officer for 5 years. She has numerous local and international publications including a book on marketing models with a special emphasis on Point-of-Sales data. Her research interest is Mobile Marketing, Marketing Modeling, Forecasting, and Bayesian Statistical Analysis.

**Dennis Lee** is an Assistant Professor at the School of Business Administration, American University in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. His research interests lie in the areas of Consumer Behavior, Interaction Design, marketing communications and mobile digital communication technologies.


**Matti Leppäniemi** is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow in Marketing at the University of Oulu, Finland. His research interests are in the areas of digital marketing and consumer behaviour. His publications have appeared in the Journal of Systems and Information Technology, Electronic Markets, Journal of Interactive Advertising, International Journal of Electronic Business, and International Journal of Mobile Marketing, among others.

**Jörg Link** is the holder of the Chair of Controlling and Organization at the University of Kassel. His principal topics of research are in the fields of Marketing-Controlling and Customer Relationship Management. He has managed many research and consulting projects in different countries, e.g. Germany, Great Britain, the United States of America, and Japan.

**Emmanouela E. Manganari**, Ph.D., is an Adjunct Lecturer at the Technological Education Institute of Athens. She obtained her Ph.D. from Athens University of Economics and Business (AUEB), while she holds a M.Sc. in Marketing Management from Aston Business School (UK). Her current research interests are in the area of atmospherics in e-tailing and retailing and consumer behaviour. Emmanouela Manganari is the corresponding author and can be contacted at: eem@aueb.gr
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**Andreas Mann** is the holder of the Chair of Dialog Marketing, endowed by the Siegfried Vögele Institute (SVI), and Director of the DMCC (Dialog Marketing Competence Center) at the University of Kassel, Germany. Previously, he was holding the Chair of Management and Marketing at the Technical University Clausthal, Germany. His research subjects include interactive marketing, industrial service policy and sales and distribution management.

**Richard Mannix** (MBA, University of Hull) is a Senior Lecturer in Marketing at European Business School London, Regent's College. Richard is a member of the Academy of Marketing (MAM), a Member of the Chartered Institute of Marketing (MCIM) and a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy (FHEA). He has previously taught at institutions in both Japan and Sweden, teaching marketing and business communication skills. While at the Folkuniversitetet in Sweden he was in charge of developing and marketing new courses to corporate clients, securing contracts with a number of major listed companies and government agencies. Richard is currently completing a PhD in Marketing at the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow, Scotland. Richard’s research interests include the development of social entrepreneurial networks and student profiling and progression in Higher Education. He has recently presented conference papers on these topics in Turkey, Greece and Scotland.

**Jonathon McKenzie** is business analyst at Run the Red – a New Zealand based mobile marketing company. Before joining Run the Red to is he was a research student at the School of Information Management at Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand.

**Dirk Möhlenbruch** is Professor of Business Administration, especially Marketing & Retailing at the Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg since 1992. He is an authority on retail management, relationship marketing as well as electronic and mobile marketing. He is an author of numerous articles and books on customer retention management, product mix policy and interactive technologies in multi-channel-marketing. He is the managing director of the institute for management economics of the Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg and member of the supervisory board of Institut für Unternehmensforschung und Unternehmensführung an der Martin-Luther-Universität (ifu) and since 1995 in the board of trustees of the DB Logistics foundation (Deutsche Bahn AG), Berlin. Since 2002 he is the scientific director of Conomic Marketing & Strategy Consultants, Halle (Saale).

**Ralf Muhlberger** is a Lecturer at the School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering, University of Queensland, Australia. His key research focus is to investigate and design people's interactive experience with technology in ways that promote theoretical development, stimulate new industry practice, and enhance users' experience. His research falls within the fields of Computer Supported Cooperative Work, Human–Computer Interaction and Interaction Design.

**Mariko Nakahara** earned a bachelor degree in Management Science and Engineering from College of Policy and Planning Sciences, Third Cluster of Colleges, the University of Tsukuba in 2006. She currently works for Hitachi, Ltd., serving as a sales representative to partner companies in Department of Software Division.

**Süphan Nasir** is Associate Professor in the Department of Business Administration at Istanbul University, Turkey. She received a Bachelor degree of Sociology with Honors from Boğaziçi University.
She received MBA degree from Işık University and Ph.D. degree in marketing from Istanbul University. Her research interests include customer relationship management, consumer complaint behavior, brand management, and mobile marketing. She has published articles in reputable academic journals and written chapters for well known books. She has also presented her papers at major international conferences.

Niklas Nohlen is a principal consultant at SHS VIVEON AG in the area of customer relationship management. Before joining SHS VIVEON AG in 2008, he worked as a research assistant at the Competence Center of Supplier & Customer Relationship Management at the Institute of Research on Information Systems (IRIS) of the European Business School (EBS), Oestrich-Winkel/Wiesbaden, Germany. He received a degree (diploma) in Business Information Systems from the University of Goettingen, Germany. He also holds a doctoral degree from the European Business School (EBS). Niklas Nohlen has been working within the research field of customer relationship management throughout his studies and while developing his doctoral thesis.

Jan Prein is research assistant and PhD student at the Chair of Dialog Marketing, endowed by the Siegfried Vögele Institute (SVI), at the University of Kassel, Germany. His research subjects include mobile marketing and adoption and diffusion of innovative marketing applications.

Christopher Quente loves to tell stories. After graduation in German studies and philosophy he concentrated his work around the development of cross-channel brand campaigns, encompassing multiple media platforms. His aim is to create unique integrated brand experiences, whose original, powerful ideas don’t get lost in single and isolated channels. Working for big international agency networks, his client list includes blue chips like Coca-Cola, Deutsche Telekom, Loewe, Audi, VW, Müller, Payback, UniCredit, AMD, Jägermeister and McDonalds. A whole host of his campaigns have been honored with internationally recognized awards, e.g the Cannes Lion. As an author (he co-authored “Brand’s New Toy” Creative Marketing Communication Via Mobile Phones etc. published in 2006), as a speaker on numerous conventions and in his function as a Creative Director, Christopher Quente engages himself for the cause of a more creative handling of mobile media. He lives in the countryside near Hamburg and in Munich.

Marc-Oliver Reeh is PhD student at the Institute of Marketing and Management at the Leibniz Universität Hannover and since 2006 project leader at the Center for Near Field Communication Management. In cooperation with different project partners from science and practice he examines the various ranges of application of RFID/NFC systems. He also collected relevant practical experience by his work at Vodafone Terenci in Ratingen, Germany. Furthermore, he is member of the research cluster Future Internet - Internet, Information and I. His main research areas are consumer behavior and acceptance of new technologies like RFID- and NFC systems in electronic- and mobile commerce.

Gerold Riempp is full professor of information systems and executive director of the Institute of Research on Information Systems (IRIS) at European Business School (EBS), Oestrich-Winkel/Wiesbaden, Germany. His main research fields are knowledge management, strategic IT management, and customer & supplier relationship management. In his time as assistant professor, he headed the competence center “customer knowledge management” at the University of St. Gallen’s Institute of Information Management in Switzerland from 2000 to 2002. Besides his academic carreer, Prof. Riempp
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*Falk Ritschel* is a research assistant and doctoral student at the chair of Marketing & Retailing, Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg, since 2004. His research focus lies on potentials of the new interactive media for retail management and the relationship marketing for retailers, particularly in the area of churn management. He has practical experiences in customer integration and customer retention management by numerous projects with retail partners. He is an author of many articles on interactive customer retention management.

*Sebastian Schulz* (Dr. rer. pol., University of Göttingen, Germany) worked from 2004 to 2008 as a research assistant at the Institute of Marketing and Retailing at the Georg-August-University Göttingen. Till September 2008 he is Executive Assistant to Chief Sales Officer at the Hannoversche Leben direct insurance. Main research interests include consumer behavior, tracking research in the internet, CRM and online trust. He has chapters in various German marketing readers and his work appeared in proceedings such as Advances in Consumer Research and journals such as transfer werbeforschung und praxis.

*Henrik Schumacher* is a member of scientific staff and PhD student at the Communications Networks group, which is headed by Prof. Dr.-Ing. Markus Fidler, at the Institute of Communications Technology of the Leibniz Universität Hannover. His main research interests are located in the scope of efficient, reliable and secure protocols for wireless communication networks. This includes NFC as well as other wireless technologies like next generation 802.11 (Wireless LAN) networks, where his work focuses on mobility management protocols for vehicular networks and other challenging scenarios with highly mobile users. Since 2006, he has been responsible for several scientific projects examining these topics in close cooperation with industrial partners.

*Eusebio Scornavacca Jr.* is Senior Lecturer of Electronic Commerce at SIM. Before moving to Wellington, he spent two years as a researcher at Yokohama National University, Japan. Eusebio has published and presented more than seventy papers in conferences and academic journals. His research interests include mobile business, electronic business, e-surveys, and IS teaching methods. In 2005, he was awarded at the MacDiarmid Young Scientists of the Year awards, and in 2006 he received a VUW Research Excellence Award as well as the Victoria’s Award for the best postgraduate supervisor from the PGSA. In 2007, Eusebio received a Teaching Excellence Award from Victoria University of Wellington.

*Kala Seal*, a computer information systems professor, has been a member of the College of Business Administration faculty since 1990. He received his undergraduate degree in Mechanical Engineering from Indian Institute of Technology in India followed by a Masters in Computer Science and a Ph.D. in Management Science and MIS from University of Texas at Dallas. His teaches information systems and quantitative courses. His primary research interests are in, Spreadsheet Based OR/MS Modeling, Information Systems Frameworks, Mobile-Commerce Success Factors. He has published many articles in journals such as Interfaces, OR Insight, International Journal of Mobile Marketing and many more.
Franziska Seidl is a research assistant of Prof. Dr. Jörg Link. Her research priorities are in the fields of Marketing-Controlling, Customer Recovery Management and Performance Measurement. Together with Prof. Link she leads a scientific research project called Customer migration: Early warning, prevention, customer win-back. Furthermore she works as a lecturer in business studies.

Günter Silberer (Dr. rer. pol., University of Mannheim, Germany) is professor of marketing and director of the Institute of Marketing and Retailing at the Georg-August-University Göttingen. Main research interests include consumer behavior, tracking research, Point of Sale marketing, online marketing and retail management. His work has appeared in journals such as Journal of Consumer Policy, Journal of Business Research and Marketing ZFP. He has chapters in various German marketing readers and edited different publication concerning interactive marketing. He wrote books (in German) on mood as marketing factor, multimedia in sales conversation, on value-oriented business management and on the diffusion and use of comparative product test results.

George J. Siomkos, Ph.D., is Professor of Marketing at the Athens University of Economics and Business (AUEB). He is also the Director of the MSc Graduate Program in Services Management and the Director of the Market and Consumer Behavior Analysis Laboratory at AUEB. He has taught in Stern School of Business, New York University, Long Island University, ALBA, University of Pireaus and University of Macedonia. His research and publishing interests include: consumer behaviour, strategic marketing and planning, product-harm crisis management and electronic marketing. He holds a B.Sc. (Hons), an M.B.A., an M.Sc., an M.Phil. and a Ph.D. in Marketing and Corporate Strategy from the Stern School of Business, New York University. He has published over 80 articles in academic journals including Journal of Retailing, European Journal of Marketing, Journal of Consumer Behaviour, Journal of Business Strategy, Long Range Planning, Advances in Consumer Research. His research work has been presented in many international conferences around the world. He is the author of eight university textbooks on various marketing areas.

Ibrahim Sirkeci (PhD, Sheffield) is a Senior Lecturer teaching international marketing at European Business School London, Regent’s College, where he is also an executive team member of the Institute of Contemporary European Studies. He previously worked as Leverhulme Research Fellow at the University of Bristol and Assistant Professor of Management in Ankara, Turkey. His areas of expertise cover transnationalism, demographics, mobility, segmentation, and conflict. He has conducted research in the UK, Germany, Turkey and Iraq. Ibrahim’s recent research focuses on ethnic segregation and labour market outcomes in the UK, research reputation in business school choice, conflict model, and mobility of foreign-born. He published several books and more than 40 book chapters, journal articles, and reviews in outlets by international scholarly publishers including ABC-Clio, Blackwell, Edwin Mellen, and Lexington. He is also the managing editor of Migration Letters journal and serves in the editorial boards of several academic journals.

Stefan Smolnik is an Assistant Professor at the Institute of Research on Information Systems (IRIS) at the European Business School (EBS), Oestrich-Winkel/Wiesbaden, Germany. He holds a doctoral degree from the University of Paderborn in Germany. Before joining EBS, he worked as a research and teaching assistant at this university’s Groupware Competence Center. Stefan Smolnik has done research on the success and performance measurement of information and knowledge management.
systems, which has included several benchmarking studies. In addition, he is interested in the successful organizational implementation of social software. His work has been published in the Business & Information Systems Engineering journal, the International Journal of Knowledge Management, the Business Process Management Journal, and the Proceedings of the Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences.

**Tobias Straub** is a professor of applied computer science at Baden-Württemberg Cooperative State University located at Mannheim, Germany. Prior to that he worked as a researcher at Fraunhofer-Institute for Secure Information Technology in Darmstadt and headed the Fraunhofer Competence Center Public Key Infrastructures (PKI) until mid 2008. From 2002 to 2005 he was enrolled in the PhD program “Enabling Technologies for Electronic Commerce” (DFG Graduiertenkolleg) at Technische Universität Darmstadt. He received a PhD in computer science (Dr. rer. nat.), investigating the usability of PKI-based security mechanisms. Tobias Straub studied mathematics and computer science at Universität Tübingen and ETH Zürich. He holds a diploma degree in mathematics from Universität Tübingen (2001). His research interests cover the areas of IT security and privacy, focusing on applications of cryptography and public key infrastructures.

**Yasuhiro Uwadaira** currently works for WACCORD Co., Ltd., serving as a sales representative in Department of Marketing and Sales Promotion. He earned a master degree in Master’s Program in Management and Public Policy from the Graduate School, the University of Tsukuba, Japan in 2005. He is currently enrolling a doctoral program in Appropriate Technology and Sciences for Sustainable Development, Graduate School of Life and Environmental Sciences, The University of Tsukuba.

**Ramin Vatanparast** (Ph.D.) has over 16 years of technical and business development experience and has worked in the global telecommunications, consumer electronics, software solutions and mobile marketing industries. Mr. Vatanparast is Senior Strategy and Business Development Manager in Nokia Inc. (Nokia Interactive Advertising). In addition to his role at Nokia, Mr. Vatanparast sits on the Mobile Marketing Association (MMA) Committee and Editorial Review Board of International Journal of Mobile Marketing. He holds two Ph.D. degrees in Technology and in Strategy & International Business. He is also a Faculty Member in University of Phoenix and also a member of Academic Teaching Staff at Asia Pacific International College. He has written more than 30 articles in technology, management and mobile marketing. Mr. Vatanparast is focusing his research on the mobile business, mobile services, user adoption, emerging market strategy and mobile marketing.

**Adam P. Vrechopoulos** is Assistant Professor at the Athens University of Economics and Business (AUEB), Department of Management Science and Technology and Scientific Coordinator of the Interactive Marketing and Electronic Services (IMES) research group at the ELTRUN Research Center at AEUB. His main research interests are Digital Marketing and Electronic Retailing. He holds a Ph.D. from Brunel University at UK, an M.B.A. from ALBA, and a B.Sc. in Information Systems from AUEB. He has participated in many funded research projects and acted as researcher at the Electronic Business Interaction Research Group at Brunel University. He has published more than 70 papers in peer reviewed journals and academic conferences including Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, Information Systems Journal, Journal of Retailing, and has acted as a reviewer for several international journals, member of conferences’ scientific committees and books’ editor. Before starting his academic career he worked in the industry in marketing, sales and project management positions.
Klaus-Peter Wiedmann is a Full Chaired Professor of Marketing and Management and the Director of the Institute of Marketing and Management at the Leibniz Universität Hannover, Germany. He is also the German Representative of the Reputation Institute, New York et al., Deputy Chair of the Academy of Global Business Advancement (AGBA), and as a Visiting Professor at the Henley Business School faculty member of the Henley University of Reading, UK. His main research areas are: Strategic marketing, international marketing, innovation & technology marketing, brand & reputation management, corporate identity, consumer behavior, marketing research & controlling, online & mobile marketing.